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These days most large companies and many not so large, are
taking steps to be compliant with Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX)
legislation. Some are already there, while others still need to

do the work to become SOX-compliant. And there may be a few that
have not yet started this exercise, but hopefully this number is small.

One activity you have to do to be SOX-compliant is review and val-
idate all information in your mainframe security database, be it RACF,
ACF2 or Top Secret. Simply put, SOX legislation requires IT Managers
to ask themselves the question, “Do you know who has access to the
data and information residing on your mainframe computers?”

So, to comply with this aspect of SOX legislation, you need to peri-
odically review all information stored in your security database. It’s not
that this is a bad idea to do anyway, SOX legislation or not. Or that
installations are not already doing it—many are. But now that there is
a legal requirement to do this, corporations especially large, public
organizations, are rushing to meet the SOX requirements. As if gov-
ernment-enforced legislation is not enough, auditors too are paying
particular attention to make sure that this item is addressed effectively
by IT Management.

In order to be sure you know who is accessing your mainframe data,
you need to do all of the following periodically. (This column is writ-
ten with the RACF security product in mind, but the ideas and material
presented here apply to ACF2 and Top Secret as well).

1. IDENTIFY MANAGERS AND APPROVERS

This is the first activity. Without this, you can not do what follows.
In order to review your mainframe data you will first need to decide

who is going to do the reviewing and approving.
Most installations already have lists that specify owners or custodi-

ans for RACF userids, groups and profiles. These persons would likely
be managers, supervisors or project leaders in different areas of the
company. If such lists do not exist, it is recommended that they be
developed first, to assign review and ownership responsibility. The
lists, of course, are living documents, and require on-going changes to
reflect changed owners, changed profiles, etc.

2. REVIEW ALL USERIDS IN YOUR
RACF DATABASE

You need to ensure that you do not have obsolete userids in your
RACF database. These are a source of concern to auditors since, if they
were to be reactivated, either deliberately or unknowingly, they could

pose a serious threat to the corporation depending on what those
userids are capable of doing.

The problem of obsolete userids occurs in the first place because
security administrators perform numerous activities every day, among
them adding and deleting userids. But while adding userids is seen as
urgent, and gets immediate attention, deleting them may not be seen
as a priority. This latter activity may be postponed indefinitely, to be
done on a rainy day (something to do when there is nothing else to
do, but such time never comes!) After all, if the userids are not
deleted, it does not hurt anyone, and no-one complains about them,
except auditors, maybe!

Over time, unless you take action, the obsolete userids will accumu-
late in the RACF database to the point where they will become unman-
ageable. Userids become obsolete for two reasons—first, when people
leave the company, or retire, or are let go. When this happens, their
userids, if they exist, are supposed to be removed, or at least revoked.
But this may not happen.

Secondly, job functions change, and it is likely that people who
previously required access to the mainframe do not need it any more,
and therefore their userids in the RACF database are obsolete. But
you have to be pro-active here (How many times has someone phoned
your security department and said, “I do not need this mainframe
userid anymore?”)

Of course the issue of obsolete userids can be mitigated somewhat if
there are procedures in place (such as a check list) to be followed when
a person leaves the company for any reason, and if there is a mecha-
nism in place for the security department to be notified of employee
terminations, transfers and resignations.

But even if such procedures do exist, you still need to periodically
verify all userids to be sure they are still valid, and that nothing has
fallen through the cracks.

3. REVIEW ALL RACF GROUPS

You may have RACF groups that are not required any more. The nor-
mal process of connecting users to groups and removing them from
groups means that once in a while you will have “empty” groups which
can be safely deleted. Delete these so they do not come in your way in
the review process.

You may also find that you may not need some groups anymore,
even though they are not empty. Example: there is a RACF group, with
members in it, but this group is not specified in any of the access lists!
This group is a candidate for deletion.
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You may also be able to combine multiple groups into single groups
because there is no longer a need for separate groups (although at one
time there may have been a legitimate reason). Do this and you have
fewer groups to worry about.

For all the groups that remain, you will need to review group mem-
bership. This is because in RACF, access is often granted (and ideally,
should be granted) at the “group” level instead of at the individual level.

Group-level access implies that you need to verify group member-
ships—you need to ensure that all groups have only the right userids.
Otherwise you are in a situation where the wrong persons are getting
access via incorrect group memberships.

So you need to list all group memberships for all your groups and
have the information validated by appropriate Management.

4. REVIEW ALL RACF DATASET AND
RESOURCE PROFILES

There are three things to review here:

A. Obsolete RACF profiles
B. RACF Profiles not required because they are too granular
C. Access lists in RACF profiles

It is recommended the cleanup be done in this order, to save time in
the review of access lists. (Why review the access list of a profile if the
entire profile is going to be deleted?)

OBSOLETE RACF PROFILES

First, you need to ask the question: are all the profiles defined in the
RACF database still valid? In other words, have they become obsolete over
time? If so, get rid of them. It will help the review and verification process.

Just as userids can become obsolete, so can profiles, for any one of
the following reasons:

A. When new data set naming standards are introduced, the profiles
with the old names become obsolete.

B. Data sets may not be required any more. Therefore the profiles
covering them are now obsolete. An example of this would be a
project that got cancelled, making all the data sets and their
profiles obsolete.

C. When system or application software gets retired, or is
withdrawn from use, the profiles for that software are not
required any more.

RACF PROFILES THAT ARE TOO GRANULAR

Even if the profile is valid, there is this secondary issue: is it prop-
erly defined? Can it be simplified? Quite often, when new systems are
put in place, in the zeal of the moment, profiles are defined at a more
granular level than necessary. These remain, unless there is a review
like the one proposed here.

As an example, you may have the following set of profiles for your
HR Department:

1. HR.DEVL.**
2. HR.PROD.**
3. HR.PROD.SALARY.**

4. HR.PROD.HOURLY.**
5. HR.PROD.HOURLY.JAN.**
6. HR.PROD.JAN11.AUDIT.**

Upon review, you may find that the granularity provided by profile 5
is no longer required, and profile 6 was created on a temporary basis
for an audit. Therefore these can now be deleted.

REVIEW OF RACF ACCESS LISTS AND
ACCESS LEVELS

You do this last, after you have deleted the obsolete, inappropriate
and unwanted profiles.

Access specified as per access lists in RACF profiles may not be valid
anymore. Access may have been granted at one point, with due
approvals, no doubt, to some sensitive data because it was needed for a
specific reason, and for a specific time only. This may not be required
anymore because the person does not perform that function anymore. Or,
the person may now have moved to a new position in the company. But
the access has not been removed from the access list. These situations
will not come to light unless you conduct a review of all your profiles.

The other aspect of a review of access lists is to verify that the access
level is appropriate. A group may be specified with ALTER access in
an access list. This says that the group is able to read, modify or even
delete any data set or resource that falls under this profile. Upon review,
you may find that UPDATE, or even READ access is sufficient for this
group. Again, a review will bring this to light.

IN SUMMARY

The exercise outlined above will not only make you SOX-compli-
ant, but will also have the added benefit of identifying and validat-
ing owners and reviewers for various pieces of information in your
RACF database.

SOX compliance has caused quite a bit of stir in the mainframe
industry. However, reviewing and validating information in your secu-
rity database is only one aspect of being SOX-compliant. There is at
least one more major item, and that has to do with “segregation of
duties.” But we will leave that for another column.  

NaSPA member Dinesh Dattani is a Mainframe Security Consultant in
Toronto, Canada.
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